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Roberto Cavalli Class bags is an Italian luxury brand that epitomizes true femininity. 

These bags are for those women who wants to show the world that yes! they are empowered, 

independent and confident. Each of the Roberto Cavalli bags designed by this famous Italian 

designer are made so different from the other, that you cannot get enough of them. Roberto 

Cavalli surely knows how to win the hearts of women, he has his way of giving a drastic look 

to even the classic black bags by adhering them with shiny trimmings in crocodile look or 

using metallic knick-knacks. If you are a Roberto Cavalli bags fan then you must know that 

his bags are real attention seekers. One look at his bags and you are bound to go gaga over 

them. 

 

They are made of extremely high-quality and are a perfect evening accessory. You can opt 

for Cavalli shoulder bags, clutches or totes; the choice is yours! For years, the Cavalli Class 

bags are taking up the competition with following latest trends and adding the Cavalli magic 

to them. His new collection consists of rivets and fringes. They surely are an eye-popper, 

covered with laser cuts outs and filigree patterns. One thing I have noticed about the Cavalli 

bags is that they bring out one message loud and clear, ‘there can’t be too much of a good 

thing!’ 



 

History of Cavalli Class Bags 

Born in 1940 in Florence, Roberto Cavalli started to show his artistic side at a very young 

age. Initially, Roberto wanted to become an architect, but later he made up his mind to 

become a fashion designer. Somewhere in the mid-80s, Roberto re-launched his fashion 

store and soon started winning hearts of millions of people. Finally, in 2001, he launched his 

first line of bags, and undoubtedly, it was a hit. Women love his collection of bags because 

they are gorgeous and represents a self-confident woman. 

If you want to look at his collection of bags, then scroll through our website and get all his 

collections under one roof. And yes, while you are looking at them, there is no harm in buying 

one for yourself. 

Happy Shopping! 


